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Solus Cum Sola
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JOHN DOWLAND

LESSONS
English Renaissance musical collections often use the term lessons
to describe pieces of instrumental music, even though the works
in question are fully-formed pieces of art music, rather than pedagogical exercises. Yet there remains much in them to be studied.
The preface to the collection A Varietie of Lute-Lessons (1610) –
which includes some of the works by Dowland recorded here – tells
us to ‘chuse one lesson thyselfe… examine each part of it diligently,
and stay upon any one point so long (though thou play it over a
thousand times) till thou get it in some sort.’
The lessons by John Dowland on this album contain an entire
musical universe, in which I have spent many years, discovering
new layers of meaning every time I play them. Some passages I
have indeed played thousands of times, as the preface suggests.
In that way these lessons – in combination with the instrument on
which I play them – have also been my teachers. So it is a great
pleasure to invite you to share them with me, and to explore for
yourselves the rich combination of melancholy, joy and beauty to
be found in these works.

